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LARGO 70
Bookshelf, satellite HiFi speaker
We can say about this new line of speakers, called Largo, that it moves the bar for design and audio performance in its price category. More than
the annual development is really striking and the result can be compared to much more expensive competitors.
Appearance
Its appearance is practical and luxurious at the same time. Top and front wall is matt black, coated with a special foil imitated leather. Side and
rear wall is dark brown, with a hint of cherry wood color. Thus, we have chosen black-brown combination, it is easier to fit it with your furniture.
If you need black speakers, we assume move it more besides furniture. Conversely, if you like the wood pattern you recommend slightly pull up
it outside furniture. You‘ll like rounded edges, witch we made in order to minimize the resulting diffraction effects. Another design feature is the
sloping front wall to reduce phase shifts towards tweeter section. Each package includes a removable front frame with black cloth grille.
Construction
The cabinet is constructed from 20 mm MDF with several partitions and reinforcements. For damping, we use special acoustic material. Bassreflex port are significantly rounded on both sides. The woofers have a polypropylene membrane with polyrubber edge with good damping
results. The midrange speaker uses a special dust cup to extend frequency range. The tweeter has a textile dome. These quality speakers with
a sophisticated crossover are the basis of quality construction with high quality sound. The speakers are equipped with massive screw terminals,
in addition, model Largo 130 allows Bi Wiring or Bi Ampling system connection.
Sound
Short sentence would be enough: „You will get excited“ For the first time listening, you dig sonic balance. No thundering bass, no spicy highs, no
covered midds. Expect sound quality, clarity of expression and sound that you will not get tired even after hours of listening. No important, if you
connect it on the stereo or home theater. Its job done perfectly.

Technical datas
-

2 way
HiFi, bookshelf, satellite type
Woofer 5.25“
Dome tweeter 1“
Power 35 / 80 W
Impedance 6 Ω
Sensitivity 89 dB / 1W, 1m
Frequency range of 55-20 000 Hz;

-

2 × bass-reflex port on the front side
Bass-reflex enclosure design
Simple connection terminal
Dimensions 195 × 330 × 257 mm
Weight 5.5 kg / 1 pc
Suitable placement on the stand, furniture, wall mount

Cat. Nr.: 08 100
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power: 35 / 80 W
impedance: 6 W
sensitivity: 89 dB /1W, 1m
frequency range: 55 - 20 000 Hz
serial no.:
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